In this work, we present a new intuitive, end-to-end approach for temporal action detection in untrimmed videos. We introduce our new architecture for Single-Stream Temporal Action Detection (SS-TAD), which effectively integrates joint action detection with its semantic sub-tasks in a single unifying end-to-end framework. We develop a method for training our deep recurrent architecture based on enforcing semantic constraints on intermediate modules that are gradually relaxed as learning progresses. We find that such a dynamic learning scheme enables SS-TAD to achieve higher overall detection performance, with fewer training epochs. By design, our single-pass network is very efficient and can operate at 701 frames per second, while simultaneously outperforming the state-of-the-art methods for temporal action detection on THUMOS'14.
Introduction
The ubiquity of cameras has led to a tremendous volume of untrimmed video data -much of which is focused on human activities. As such, temporal localization of human actions has emerged as a fundamental building block towards general video understanding. Analogous to object detection in images, temporal action localization is the task whereby computer vision algorithms must detect both the temporal bounds of actions and provide the corresponding action categories for each distinct detection. This can prove challenging for long, untrimmed video sequences, where models must be robust to variations in the frequency and temporal length of actions relative to the overall video length, which can exceed hours.
The fundamental nature of this problem has generated significant research interest in the past few years. Recent progress can be broadly categorized into three types of approaches, as shown in Figure 1 . The first group [15, 29] performs analysis at the level of individual frames or groups of frames, applies temporal smoothing, and merges into detections. The second There have been a few dominant approaches for temporal action localization: (a) frame-level analysis followed by a separate merging step to obtain detections, (b) proposals generation followed by a separate classification over the proposals. (c) We present a new end-to-end model (SS-TAD) along a third approach that outputs action detections directly from a single-pass over the input video stream.
group [4, 20] does a first series of passes through the video to generate temporal proposals, and subsequently applies a classifier to each proposal to obtain the detection. The trade-off between these two is that the first group tends to offer simpler models that do not require multi-stage training at the cost of detection performance, while the latter approach generally offers superior performance, but has separate training of the proposal and classifier stages and can require multiple passes through the data at test time. This motivates approaches in the third group: modular architectures that can offer the end-to-end trainability and efficiency of the first group of approaches, while providing the superior performance of the latter. There is a strong precedent for such an approach: we draw inspiration for our model design from how single-pass object detectors such as SSD [14] and YOLO [18] improved upon multi-stage detectors such as Faster R-CNN [19] by offering tighter integration of proposals and classification sub-components. Our approach is one of the first within this group and significantly outperforms earlier approaches both in accuracy and efficiency. In this paper, we introduce a new intuitive, end-to-end architecture (SS-TAD) for efficient temporal action localization in untrimmed video sequences. We describe our intermediate recurrent memory modules for temporal action detection, and our process by which we enforce semantic constraints which are relaxed later for general performance. Our framework processes the video in a single pass, and directly outputs the temporal bounds and corresponding action classes for the detections. Furthermore, we demonstrate experimentally that our efficient architecture achieves state-of-the-art performance on temporal action detection, while simultaneously providing a high FPS processing speed.
Related Work
Here, we review relevant recent work in video action categorization, temporal action detection in videos, and analogous work in object detection. Action Recognition and Detection. There has been substantial literature on the problem of action recognition on short video clips [9] . Here, the task is to take pre-segmented video clips of a single action and provide the action class present in the video. Approaches include frame-level analysis with typical object classification networks, global representations [9] , or local models of temporal structure of motions [5, 6] . Recent work [24] , such as 3D-convolutional networks (C3D), aim to improve on such methods by capturing more local information in the temporal region. However, such models are limited to classification tasks in short clips and for actions with relatively small duration.
An extension of action recognition work is spatiotemporal localization of actions in videos, where the task is to provide three-dimensional tubes or bounding boxes across time on the actors of interest in addition to the classification [3, 8, 10, 25, 28, 31] . Due to high computational complexity, these algorithms are also typically run on shorter-form videos. Thus, while such algorithms provide additional information beyond the temporal bounds, the high computational cost means these algorithms are not well-suited for analysis of long, untrimmed video sequences with sparse actions, where efficient processing is paramount. Temporal Action Localization. Approaches for temporal action localization can be grouped in three categories. In the first group ( Fig.1(a) ), we find methods for action detection that perform frame or segment-level classification, as in [15, 29] . These approaches require postprocessing smoothing and merging steps to obtain the temporal bounds, and are furthermore not as performant at temporal detection as the multi-stage methods of the second group.
Next in Fig.1(b) , we find the recent development of temporal action proposals [1, 2, 4, 20, 21] as a first stage towards temporal action localization, whereby these methods provide high-recall temporal window candidates. These candidates are then passed as input to later classification stages, which can provide a classification score or further refinement of the temporal bounds, as in [1, 20, 21] . Unfortunately, such multi-stage methods treat proposals and classification as two independent, sequential processing stages, which inhibits collaboration between them and leads to repeated computation between the two stages.
Our framework belongs to the third group ( Fig.1(c) ). We introduce an end-to-end trainable method that tightly integrates proposal generation and classification, which results in a more efficient and effective architecture for unified temporal action detection. Recently, [30] offers an end-to-end trainable framework based on reinforcement learning, but this approach requires learning a separate policy for each class, and does not provide tight localization bounds when compared with other work. Other recent work [13, 22, 23, 27] have investigated use of neural recurrent models for temporal modeling, but rely on depth, pose, or other information for action detection, which may not be readily available for many datasets. Object Detection. In many ways, this progression of action localization models parallels the development of object detection frameworks. Initial approaches to object detection adopted object proposal generation as a distinct preprocessing stage that independently provided windows to an object classifier [7] , with later frameworks implementing the generation of object proposals with deep network architectures. An example of this is the Region Proposal Network (RPN) from [19] , integrated with Faster R-CNN. However, we draw inspiration from subsequent generation of object detection architectures such as YOLO [17] and SSD [14] , which provided a unified end-to-end approach for simultaneously outputting object proposals alongside their predicted classifications. Our approach to temporal action detection is inspired by these developments and introduces a framework that tightly integrates temporal proposals with action classifiers to achieve effective temporal localization of human actions.
Technical Approach
Our overall goal is to generate temporal action detections from an input untrimmed video sequence. Figure 2 provides an overview of our model and approach. Given an input video Given an input video stream, we represent each nonoverlapping "time step" t with a visual encoding over δ frames. This visual encoding is the input to two recurrent memory modules that are semantically-constrained to learn proposals and classification-based features. These features are combined before providing the final temporal action detection output. Please refer to Section 3.1 for additional details.
with L frames, our model should provide as output (1) the temporal boundaries and (2) the corresponding action class of any activities contained within. Importantly, the model must be able to disregard irrelevant background information while still retaining relevant action information -a particularly challenging task on untrimmed video datasets. In this section, we introduce the technical details of Single Stream Temporal Action Detection (SS-TAD), our new efficient model for end-to-end temporal action detection.
Model
The temporal action detection task is the natural product of two main sub-tasks: (1) temporal action proposals, which provides temporal bounds where non-background actions are occurring, and (2) local action classification, which provides frame or time-step resolution classification. Rather than providing explicit solutions to these sub-tasks as done in prior work, we propose an efficient model design that focuses on providing the detections directly with information gained by implicitly solving these sub-tasks during inference.
Our model consists of three main components: our input visual encoding, our two recurrent memory modules, and our final output. We draw inspiration for our intuitive design from single-shot object detector frameworks, such as YOLO and SSD [14, 18] . Our visual encoder is reponsible for encoding lower-level spatiotemporal information from the video, while the two memory modules are responsible for selectively aggregating relevant context for the joint temporal action detection task. For our final output detections, we leverage these feature encodings from both memory modules to output the final temporal bounds and associated class scores. In contrast with prior work, our approach provides end-to-end temporal action detections with a single pass over the input video stream.
Visual Encoder. We capture lower-level spatiotemporal visual information from the input video frames by leveraging a 3D-Convolutional (C3D) network [24] . We choose C3D as it has been shown to effectively capture visual and motion information over small time clips with δ frames [20, 24] , which have been demonstrated as effective building blocks in prior work for temporal action detection [1, 4, 20] . Since we process each frame only once, we essentially discretize the input video stream into T = L/δ non-overlapping time steps, similar to [1] , where each time step has a visual encoding φ ({x i , . . . , x i+δ −1 }). We substitute the fc8 layer with a linear layer initialized from the PCA matrices released publicly by [4] .
Semantically-Constrained Recurrent Memory Modules. A key component of our model is the introduction of recurrent memory modules, which are semantically constrained during training as a way to induce better training and test-time performance. The purpose of this component is to accumulate evidence across time as the video sequence progresses relevant to both distinguishing background from action and between classes. Each memory module consists of a multi-layer gated recurrent unit (GRU)-based network. Each module takes as input the visual encoder output φ for that time step t, as well as the hidden state representation from the previous time step. The output of each memory module is the hidden state embedding of the final GRU layer in that corresponding module.
As illustrated in Figure 3 , a key aspect of the design of our memory modules is that they are semantically constrained during the training process. This means we train the modules so that their hidden embedding is useful to solve intermediate semantically meaningful tasks. While we strictly enforce the constraints early in the training process, we find that the best models are obtained when the semantic constraints are relaxed later in the training procedure.
Our final design incorporates two such memory modules, which operate in parallel. We combine both output embeddings together before proceeding to generate the final output detections. Below, we describe the different constraints applied to each module, with corresponding training loss functions defined in Section 3.2.
Semantic Constraints: Memory Module (P). Under semantic constraints, the goal of this module is to capture and accumulate relevant information with regard to temporal proposals, which allows the network to discern if the video under consideration contains background or action over several temporal scales.
During learning, we semantically constrain this module by training it to generate a vector m (t)
prop with confidence scores corresponding to K proposals. This vector is the sigmoid output from a fully connected layer that operates on top of the hidden state of the recurrent network, and is trained with the loss L prop defined in Section 3.2. We adopt the convention from [1] , where each proposal is right-aligned; that is, at a given time step t each proposal has an anchored ending boundary at frame b (t) e = tδ , with a varying starting boundary b
. Since this supervision signal would be generated over each time step t at training, we are able to consider multiple temporal scales and positions with a single pass over the input data.
We emphasize that these intermediate semantic outputs
prop are not directly used during inference for the overall detection task. Instead, this module forwards the hidden state embedding h
prop of its final hidden layer for the final detection task. Semantic Constraints: Memory Module (C). While the previous memory module is focused on capturing the "actionness" of multiple temporal intervals ending at a time step t, the classification-focused memory module is focused on retaining features representing the precise class encoding of the immediate past. To encourage this, at training time we semantically-constrain this module whereby the visual content at each time step is associated with a (C + 1)-dimensional vector m (t) cls with softmax confidence scores for each class and an extra dimension for the background class. This is passed as input to the loss L cls (Sec. 3.2). Note again that m (t) cls is not generated during inference, and the state embedding h
cls is what is actually forwarded to the final detection task.
Output Detections. We create a joint embedding h det = h prop ||h cls by concatenating the feature representation outputs from the two memory modules, taken from the final recurrent Memory Module (P or C) Stacked Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (P) (C) or Figure 3 : Each recurrent memory module consists of multiple gated-recurrent units (GRUs), and provides the final hidden state encoding h as output. We apply semantic constraints on our recurrent memory modules during training to improve overall detection performance. layer in each. For a given time step t, we calculate the final detection output D (t) = f out (h det ) as a function of this embedding. Here,
e correspond to right-aligned temporal intervals as defined in the proposals-based semantic constraints above, and v
is the corresponding classification score vector for this interval.
Training
Our end goal for training is to estimate the model parameters in our architecture, such that we maximize our performance on the final temporal action detection task. Our end-to-end architecture and corresponding loss functions are fully differentiable, enabling training with backpropagation by design. Note that our single-pass design for the model means the recurrent modules must be robust when we unroll the full model over long input sequences at test time. We encourage this robustness by adopting a similar data augmentation mechanism during training as proposed in [1] . Briefly, this approach involves dense sampling of overlapping, long training window segments to encourage hidden state robustness. We provide additional discussion of this in our Supplementary Material. Semantic Constraints: Loss Functions. To encourage better state representations of action context in the memory modules described in Section 3.1, we define loss functions L prop , L cls for supervision on each module, respectively.
During training, we constrain the proposals-focused memory module according to a multi-label loss function on the semantic output z (t) = m
prop defined in Section 3.1. For a training video X with corresponding groundtruth y, the loss at time t is given by a weighted binary cross entropy objective:
where the weights w k 0 , w k 1 are calculated proportional to the frequency of positive and negative proposals in the training set at each scale k.
We penalize the classification-focused memory module at each time step with a weighted log-likelihood loss on the output m (t) cls , with corresponding groundtruth class index y (t) :
where w (t) is set to some constant ρ if y (t) indicates the segment is background, and 1 otherwise. This weight is tuned to the relative frequency of the background class. Temporal Action Detections. We define our main joint detection loss L det which is applied to the final detections D (t) output at each time step t by the model. We have two components to this loss. First, we define a loss function over the classification output v (t) k corresponding to each temporal interval:
Second, to encourage the network to provide tighter localization bounds, we define an additional loss based on the localization stage in [20] to make the optimal confidence score associated with the correct class a direct function of the overlap o between the groundtruth temporal annotation and the output temporal detection:
where the indicator 1[y
k does not indicate the background class. We discuss additional context for this localization loss in the Supplementary Material. Thus, our overall detection loss is:
Overall. We backpropagate the cumulative loss from all loss functions above at every time step t, so the total loss for all training examples (X, y) in the batch X is:
where λ * are weighting parameters to normalize the contribution of each loss component to the overall training loss. We demonstrate in Section 4 that dynamically adjusting the terms λ prop and λ cls is effective during training, such that we have an increased importance placed on these sub-tasks for the overall detection earlier in training, but focus more on the overall detection output in the later stages. In this manner, we effectively train the network with a dynamic curriculum learning-style approach by enforcing semantic constraints on easier sub-tasks before relaxing them to focus training on the main overall detection task.
Experiments
We empirically evaluate the effectiveness of our unified end-to-end architecture for the task of temporal action detection. As our experiments show, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance while achieving some of the fastest processing speeds in the literature.
Experimental Setup
Dataset. To evaluate our model against prior work, we use the temporal action localization subset of the THUMOS'14 dataset [11] . This subset with 22+ hours of video consists of a validation set of 200 and test set of 213 untrimmed videos annotated with the temporal intervals that depict human actions. As is standard practice, we leverage the "validation set" as our training data, performing an 80-20 split for hyperparameter optimization. To enable direct comparisons with prior work, we adopt the experimental settings from recent prior work on temporal action detection [1, 21] . Implementation details. We implement our model using PyTorch, with training executed on Titan X Maxwell GPUs. We initialize the conv1 through fc7 layers of the visual encoder with pretrained weights released by the authors of [24] from the Sports1M dataset. For training efficiency, we fix layers prior to fc8. We vary the number of stacked recurrent layers and hidden state size in our memory modules, as well as the number of temporal intervals K considered at each time step. We optimize our model parameters with the adam update rule [12] and a learning rate of 0.001. For our best performing model, we relax the semantic constraints by a factor (d sc = 0.5) every 5K batch iterations for MM-P (λ prop ) and every 8.5K for MM-C (λ cls ), with a batch size of 128 training instances. We provide sample output detections, implementation code, and trained models in the Supplementary Material. 1 Table 1 : Temporal Action Detection Results on THUMOS'14. SS-TAD provides stateof-the-art performance (mAP) on action detection at different temporal overlap thresholds, while still maintaining an efficient single-pass, end-to-end design. ("-" denotes not reported).
Results
Performance. We summarize the results of applying our model to the task of temporal action detection on THUMOS'14 in Table 1 . We observe that our model provides state-ofthe-art performance for this task for both low and high overlap thresholds, which indicates that the output detections are more precisely localizing the groundtruth action intervals in the input untrimmed video sequences compared with prior state-of-the-art approaches.
Ablation. We verify the efficacy of our semantically-constrained memory modules by performing an ablation study on our architecture. We examine three variants of the architecture: (1) semantic constraints with relaxation during training (our full model), (2) semantic constraints with no relaxation, and (3) no semantic constraints. Other hyperparameters are fixed for fair comparison. As we see in Figure 4 , adding semantic constraints reduces the number of training epochs needed to reach a particular performance level. However, if we enforce these throughout training, the overall performance of the model suffers after convergence, compared against the model trained with no semantic constraints. Overall, our full model strikes a balance between the two: by enforcing semantic constraints on the memory modules early, the model learns to tackle the overall detection task quicker, and by relaxing the semantic constraints gradually the model converges to a higher performance value. Results from ablation analysis of semantically-constrained (S.C.) memory modules in SS-TAD. We plot relative mAP compared to our best performing model against number of training epochs. Our best performing model leverages both semantically-constrained memory modules while also relaxing constraints during training. See Section 4.2.
Processing Speed. Since our model has a single-stream, end-to-end design, it is also very efficient. We benchmark our model on a GeForce GTX Titan X (Maxwell) GPU 2 , and find that it operates at 701 FPS. In other words, it can process the input frame data from a 60 minute, 30 FPS video in ∼2.5 minutes. For comparison, both approaches from 2017 [1, 21] in Table 1 have significantly lower FPS for overall temporal action detection. Notably, both of these methods are bottlenecked by the classification and proposal stages, respectively, which were from [20] . Thus, SS-TAD offers a significant boost in both performance and processing speed. We provide additional discussion in our Supplementary Material.
Qualitative Results. In Figure 5 (a), we provide example positive detections from our model on action classes such as BasketballDunk, Diving, FrisbeeCatch, and BaseballPitch ( Fig. 5(a)i-iv, respectively) . We observe that our model is able to provide strong temporal localization of actions in videos overall, while still maintaining a single-stream, end-to-end design. Importantly, SS-TAD is able to provide localizations over long, untrimmed video sequences. Additionally, in Fig. 5(a) iii-iv, we see that the model is able to correctly localize the actions across different camera angles and temporal distortions (e.g. slow-motion editing). Furthermore, as we observe in Figure 5 (c), SS-TAD is able to provide localization and correct classification of different actions occuring in the same video. However, there remain challenging cases for the model. Videos with high frequencies of camera cuts, shots over oblique angles during the action frame, or strong temporal editing lead to weaker localization or misclassification. Two such examples are shown in Figure 5 (b). We include additional discussion of these cases in our Supplementary Material, along with video visualizations of our qualitative results which more clearly illustrate these cases.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented SS-TAD, a new intuitive end-to-end model for singlestream temporal action detection in untrimmed video sequences. We propose a method for training our architecture which leverages the semantic sub-tasks of temporal action detection as dynamically-adjusted semantic constraints to improve training and test-time performance. We empirically evaluate our model on the standard THUMOS'14 benchmark, and find that our model is very efficient and provides state-of-the-art performance for temporal action detection. Future work may leverage this model as a base component for more complex video understanding tasks, such as activity understanding and dense video captioning.
